In this paper the Author describes the results of laboratory experiments on electromagnetic emission excitation emitted by rock samples under different forms of mechanical stress. In general it is an interesting paper. The referee recommends the publication after the following minor revisions.

As a first hint, the English grammar must be improved because it is sometimes barely acceptable.

In the following some requests of clarification.

The Author should give more details on the parameters used during the compression tests such as load velocity and so on.

In the section Experimental procedure the Author declares that the monitoring of EM emissions was held in the frequency range from 10 to 30 kHz. However in the section "Results and discussion" experimental data lower than 10 kHz are found. How is it possible? Is it a misunderstanding? Can the Author rephrase the statement?

For the friction and gradual loading experiments the recording of EM signals were carried out by a sound card and Power Graph software. It is known that the frequency detection efficiency depends on sound card type and quality, and also, a band-pass transfer function should be used. Can the Author explain if and how this function was determined?
In Figure 1 the experimental setup is reported. From the diagram it is evident that the electromagnet is placed inside the metallic box. In this way all the EM noises emitted by the device are also detected by the antenna. Is the Author able to quantify these interferences?

In the section 3.1 "Impact", the Author declares that the recorded signals for granite, granodiorite and shale were located in 0-6 kHz frequency range. However in the same section he assesses that at the time of impact on the shale samples, emissions took place in 0-9 kHz frequency range. These statements seem to be incongruent. Could the Author provide more information?

In the section 3.2 "Gradual loading", the sentence “In a number of cases, EM signals consisted of neighbouring pulses groups, among which the main – the strongest impulses, and the series of the numerous weak, but discernible and equispaced peaks.” seems to be difficult to understand. Please rephrase the expression.

Furthermore, it is known that some of the problems in the use of antennas are due to a wrong antenna-cable coupling at the junction. These problems can provide numerous false signals if not treated in a suitable way.

From this point of view, the Author should explain what type of coaxial cable he used (length, impedance, capacitance, etc.) and if it has been evaluated and/or simulated the EM field radiated from the antenna and whether this field would have influenced his experimental measurements.

Moreover, due to rapid changes of capacitance between conductors, flexing, twisting or transient impacts on cables could cause electromagnetic noises in the signal (with a spectrum from few Hz to tens THz). This phenomenon is generally called triboelectric effect. How the Author overcome this problem? Is he able to assess that his experimental observation are not affect by this inconvenience?

Considering that not all the observations are mandatory, the Referee encourages the Author to improve his paper as much as possible based on the comments above.
Finally, the Referee suggests to extend more the bibliography related to the radiated EM failure precursor citing further important works such as:


- Hadjicontis V, Mavromatou C, Antsygina T N and Chishko K A 2007 Mechanism of electromagnetic emission in plastically deformed ionic crystal *Phys. Rev. B* 76 024106

- Hadjicontis V, Mavromatou C, Mastrogiannis D, Antsygina T N and Chishko K A 2011 Relationship between electromagnetic and acoustic emissions during plastic deformation of gamma-irradiated LiF monocrystals *J. Appl. Phys.* 110 024907


- Rabinovitch A, Frid V and Bahat D 2001 Gutenberg-Richter-type relation for laboratory fractureinduced electromagnetic radiation *Phys. Rev. E* 65 011401


